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About This Game

Will you escape in time?

A-Escape is an escape room game built from the ground up for VR. Working in collaboration with a real-world escape room
business, A-Escape brings the complex puzzles and immersive environments of escape rooms to your living room.

Features:

Dark and foreboding rooms designed by a real-world escape room business

Challenging puzzles designed to push your escape room skills to the limit

Unique interactions that fully utilize the HTC Vive wand controllers

A compelling soundtrack by Connor O.R.T. Linning
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love it only wish there was multiplayer and more plants from all over the world plus anuals prenials or however you spell it lol
but srsly this is a fun game only lacking in content and maybe a very educational story plus more settings need to be added
because this game is very buggy with steam notifications. but overall enjoyed it.. it has whiteboards that you can draw on.
buy it now.. I am a fan of Stickman ever since i have played the popular Stick War made by Crazy Jay and i think for fans of
the Stickman Universe would be glad if you buy this game. the game is better than other tycoons but i suggest 3d.. This is a
really cool game. Roma: Total War at the tactical level - second of the game. The battles between the armies is much more
interesting. Your seniors can become warlords, wizards and managers. This is important in the game. The troops also get
experience. To play the game very interesting.. its very nice. very good and nice. just because it was not what i expected. Great
JRPG.
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this game is hella fun. This game is a neat concept, but immediately upon playing it feels like the levels or the mechanics were
never play tested widely enough. Even the tutorial makes it obvious the scroll speed is marginally too fast and you get run off
the level very easily. Only being able to shoot OR fly is also pretty bad when combined with the previous issue, as you often
can't gain enough momentum to get through gaps. Part of it is probably an aspect of 'git gud' but the game and mechanics don't
make me care enough to do that.

Downwell does the mechanic better and is a much nicer and rewarding game experience, so I would go with that game instead..
I'm pleaasantly surprised at this game. It avoids being too scary (though it's intense when things start falling apart and the
zombie cutouts make it within melee range) but is addictive.

I keep coming back to this game. The huge numbers of targets you have to destroy each wave in survival mode can get
ridiculous, but you can really get into the zone as a result, it almost becomes like meditation.

I feel that some of the skill test sections are a little meh, though challenging yourself to improve your personal high score, and
advancing in the global ladder makes it something I come back to for a little variery.

I also sort of wish that there's a way to mirror the table layout, As a leftie, it actually works nicely for me to reach with my right
hand for steak, grenade, or other explosives. My wife, however, has a harder time since she needs to reach over her shooting
arm, or momentarily stop shooting to use her right hand to use an item.

Overall a fun shooting gallery that I enjoyed more than I thought (personally find it having more variety than space pirate
trainer, though I think you should get both if you have the money).. Being the first Lacrosse game on steam and running and
playing this well is good enough for me to recommend this game

9\/10. certainly nothing special. its after all the early stages of the puzzles you encounter most of them in the final game. just in
block form. the object you interact with look differently too but still a ncie DLC as such.. The game feels rather unintuitive and
clunky.

Every skill you use locks you in place and the AI pet you will soon find is just gonna steamroll over the hordes if you dodge the
hordes of mildly homing magic and arrows.
Sadly you can't even play it as a loot simulator as the auto pickup doesnt work and the inventory interface is rather lackluster.

For now refunded.. I have high hopes for Overload but right now is seems like the controllers I want to use; mouse or HOTAS,
are just a mess. Everything is overly sensitive, inverting the Y axis for the mouse does not appear to be working, there are no
sliders to adjust controllers only some preselected 'steps' that go from Normal (too sensitive to begin with) to very, very sensitive
(I am afraid to check those out). After a while I just gave up as it wasn't worth the effort to fight my flight hardware. If this
problem can be fixed then Overload will be worth another look but until then I will get my Descent fix in Subzero.. I am still on
the singleplayer campaign but so far it looks like a nice simple card game. The place of the cards on the grid matters although
not as much as in Might&Magic Duel of Champions. The music is nice and relaxing even if it is a bit repetative(however it is
not intrusive and this isn't an issue). The game takes about 100 MB of HDD so if in doubt whether you will like it or not just
install it an try.. Nice and simple with a surprisingly interesting story.
Over the course of the game the conflicting art styles even kind of grow on you. Definitely worth the price if you enjoy JRPGs.

Both the game and the story are very player reliant, there are no real quests per say, so at the beginning of the game you are
supposed to talk to people and they will just say something you might want to do. Note that as far as I've seen there is no quest
log, as you don't really get quests, so you'll have to remember what they tell you to do yourself. However this also makes the
world quite open, you can in theory go to some late game areas and spend your life savings on an OP weapon or piece of armor
very early in the game as there are very few roadblocks aside from stronger monsters, but I'd not recommend it.

Only negative I'd give it straight up is that the beginning of the game might be a bit confusing to new players both due to what I
described above (but that's only in the first stages of the game, you get used to it) and that even a party of the weakest monsters
around can give you quite serious trouble at level 1, which might scare you off into severely lowering the difficulty.
Rest assured though that if you spend at least a portion of your starting money on some equipment flimsy equipment you should
be able to venture into the sewers (the entrances are the 2 wells you can find in the starting town, not a secret area but one I
didn't find my first time around) and get up to level 3 you should be able to venture off.
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Lastly, here are some key bindings that you may not immediately figure out but that are very important.
Arrow Keys - Movement
Z - Accept\/Confirm
X - Deny\/Exit
A - "In game" menu
Esc - "System" menu
R. Shift - Opens some menus such as info about the monster you are targeting, the skill you are hovering or some preset level up
options in the level up window.
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